Must Visit Places In Shanghai
Shanghai is one of the largest cities of china which never ceases to amaze you with its
spectacular sights and glimpse. This city offers up slices of life that stun at a mere glance. There
is always something to see, do and talk about shanghai. Simply all you have to do is exit your
home and you are entertained. Here we are going to share some incredible places to hangout in
shanghai.
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The bund is one of the must visit place when you enter this city. Both sides of the river give you
a breathtaking view. One side amaze you with array of its old European architecture and the
other one impress you with its stunning skylines. The best time to visit the place is before sunset so that you can capture some clicks before the skyscrapers light up in different colors. But
whatever time you select to visit keep it in mind that some other tourists also want that perfect
picture instant too so there may be some mass of people . ADDRESS: Zhongshan East 1st Rd,
WaiTan, Huangpu District, Shanghai, China
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For an outright jaunt don’t forget to visit the Jing’an temple in shanghai. All along the daytime,
this spot feels dignified and spiritual. At night it takes on a garnish, Vegas glow, that while
beautiful, doesn’t impart the same soul stirring vibe. This place is perfect metaphor of what
Buddha taught us about Balance. During the day, a pious sanctuary and at night a glowstick lit
theme park. ADDRESS: 1686 Nanjing W Rd, JingAnSi, Jingan Qu, Shanghai Shi, China,
200000

China Art Museum
We know that everyone does not have an interest in art. But even then, we suggest you to visit
this place because of its unique architecture. And definitely the Art lovers are going to be the
huge fan of this place. The building looks like a giant upside-down pyramid with the floors about
6 stories above the open space. Entry is free and you do not need to book. Amazing place, not
to be missed. ADDRESS: 205 Shangnan Rd, Pudong Xinqu, Shanghai Shi, China, 200126

YUYUAN GARDEN
YUYUAN Garden is basically a true depiction of ancient Chinese culture with some of its
panoramic areas i.e. Sansui Hall, Wanhua Chamber, Dianchun Hall, Huijing Hall, Yuhua Hall
and the Inner Garden. Each of them have spectacular site in its boundary. If you could not visit
Suzhou which is know for its gardens then this is the best alternative you could have.
ADDRESS: 218 Anren St, Huangpu Qu, Shanghai Shi, China, 200000

Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street
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A must visit shopping dynasty of Shanghai where you can find all the brands of the world. But
keep it in mind that this place is the busiest shopping street in the world too where million
people walk up and down the crowded pavement during the day. So, beware of pettifoggers and
pickpockets. You can also buy ticket for the little train that costs you only 5rmb and relish the
street, take photos without walking.
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